In recent years, the frequency diverse array (FDA) radar concept has attracted extensive attention, as it may benefit from a small frequency increment, compared to the carrier frequency across the array elements and thereby achieve an array factor that is a function of the angle, the time, and the range which is superior to the conventional phase array radar (PAR). However, limited effort on the subject of FDA in electronic countermeasure scenarios, especially in the presence of mainbeam deceptive jamming, has been published. Basic FDA is not desirable for anti-jamming applications, due to the range-angle coupling response of targets. In this paper, a novel method based on subarrayed FDA signal processing is proposed to counteract deceptive ECM signals. We divide the FDA array into multiple subarrays, each of which employs a distinct frequency increment. As a result, in the subarray-based FDA, the desired target can be distinguished at subarray level in joint range-angle-Doppler domain by utilizing the fact that the jammer generates false targets with the same ranges to each subarray without reparations. The performance assessment shows that the proposed solution is effective for deceptive ECM targets suppression. The effectiveness is verified by simulation results.
Introduction
Multifunction phased-array radar (PAR) is a specialized application of general PAR technology, designed to simultaneously fulfill the multiple functions of national air and weather surveillance [1, 2] . Due to its ability to form and steer the radar beam electronically, and to reconfigure the beam between any two transmitted pulses or even between transmit and receive modes, PAR permits multiple functions to be carried out with the same radar.
Therefore, PAR has been frequently used in the military for aircraft surveillance and tracking. However, with the application of military radar, the electronic countermeasures (ECM) have undergone intensive development, resulting in a considerable challenge to the PAR and airborne early warning (AEW) radars. Basically, spacetime adaptive processing (STAP) is an essential technique to detect slowly moving targets in strong clutter background [3] [4] [5] [6] .
advancement over the pulse train will be achieved. In effect, contrary to unintentional contaminating targets that are ordinarily not very powerful, active ECM perfectly created false targets with random range and Doppler. In view of that, false targets with scan-to-scan randomized range and Doppler clearly become a potentially dangerous threat. Therefore, more awareness should be driven to their potential abilities in the electronic countercountermeasure (ECCM), which is of vital prominence to the survival and operation performance of radar systems in electronic warfare.
Extensive studies have been done on the ECCM to combat deceptive jamming, such as pulse diversity [9] [10] [11] , motion features discrimination [12] , and data fusionbased methods [13] [14] [15] . Nevertheless, they are not accessible for FDA, since the ECCM ability is limited into a one-dimensional view and current FDA research concentrates mainly on analyzing the range-dependent beam pattern characteristics. Thus, further investigations should be carried out to develop FDA ECCM methods.
More recently, an FDA acting as the transmit array to mitigate the clutter, suppressive and deceptive jamming in a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) STAP radar is proposed in [16] . The cancelation was based on combining the range, angle, and Doppler domains in FDA-MIMO-STAP radar. In [17] , the FDA-MIMO radar to suppress the deceptive jamming in joint transmitreceive domain has been investigated. The suppression was based on the fact that FDA-MIMO radar steering vector is dependent on both range and angle. Therefore, the false targets can be suppressed due to the mismatch in either range or angle. This method works well only when the angle of the false target is different from that of the true target, or when they are in close angle but far from each other in the range. However, the discrimination performance will deteriorate severely when the ranges of the false and true target are too close. Although the MIMO radar has a number of advantages, it suffers from a significant disadvantage, that is, the absence of the coherent joint transmit/receive processing gain [18] .
In PAR system, subarray technique, which is an effective way to reduce the dimension and to realize the partially adaptive STAP, is usually adopted in STAP application. A creative and pioneering contribution to the PAR subarray aspects includes subarrayed weighting for side loop canceler, subarrayed adaptation and super resolution, and subarray optimization, which have been investigated in [19] . In [20] [21] [22] , transmitted subaperturing schemes for range and angle estimation in FDA radar have been addressed. Predominantly, the studies on PAR and FDA radar mostly concentrate on clutter suppression, rarely focusing on deception jamming suppression, and fundamentally at the elementary level.
The main contribution of this paper is to provide the FDA subarray level for countering the deception jamming, according to the fact that the DRFM repeated jammer can hardly create false targets with appropriated range related for each element/subarray due to frequency offsets. In doing so, the true target's range and angle can be estimated correctly from the different amplitude responses of the subarrays in the target position and these are the preconditions for false targets suppression. Thus, even in situations where the false and true target are too close, the deceptive jamming suppression can be handled with the subarray-based FDA radar.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an introduction to FDA characteristics is given. In Section 3, we present the subarray-based FDA radar signal model for false targets suppression. Then, in Section 4, the simulation results are provided to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Background and Motivation
FDA, due to its unique range-angle-dependent beampattern, in contrast to angle-dependent beam pattern of PAR, is nowadays a quite well recognized theory and many interesting papers are published. The pioneering works of Antonik and Wicks et al. [23] [24] [25] [26] opened the access of this demanding research field. Since then, numerous ideas based on different design criteria and assumptions for the array structure, have been proposed and evaluated.
The most important difference of the FDA, in conflict to PAR, is that there is a small frequency increment in the carrier frequency used across the elements and therefore making the array beam focusing direction vary as a function of the range, angle, and time.
For simplicity and without loss of generality, let us consider a uniform linear FDA (ULA) which radiates at each array element identical waveform signal, but with a frequency increment f Hz as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, the frequency radiated from the nth FDA elements can be represented by [20] [21] [22] 
where f 0 denotes the FDA carrier frequency, λ is the wavelength, and N is the number of the antenna elements. The phase shift due to the path length in FDA is denoted by
where the angle θ defines the direction of the target from the axis of the array. The phase of the signal arriving at the first element f 0 , which is taken as reference can be recast as
where f 0 is the frequency of the waveform emitted from first element, c is the speed of light and is the path length between the element, and R 0 is the far-field observation point. Likewise, the phase of the signal arriving at element one can be written as
Note that the approximation
The phase difference between the signals arriving at the first element and the second element can be expressed by
Equation 5 can be interpreted by the fact that the first term is basically the conventional array factor seen regularly in array theory if we use
The second term is small and can be ignored [20] . The last term is very important, since it shows that the array radiation pattern depends on the range and the frequency increment.
The last terms in Eq. (5) create an apparent angle contradictory to the scan angle that one usually sees in PAR. This apparent scan angle can be derived using the same considerations in PAR. Thus, due to the change in the angle, progressive phase shift must be defined in terms of the apparent angle as follows
where θ a is the apparent angle. Equating Eq. (6) to Eq. (5) results in
Solving Eq. (7) for the angle yields
It is worth remarking that a progressive phase shift of ψ across the elements must be applied for scanning. In addition to this, a scan angle θ 0 must be defined to steer the main beam to the desired direction. Equation 7 defines the amount of phase shift for FDA, and the array factor can be calculated as below. Taking the first element as the reference, the steering vector can be expressed as
where the superscript (.) T denotes the transpose operation. Throughout this paper, we assume a narrowband system where the propagation delays manifest as phase shifts to the transmitted signals. For uniform beamforming weighting, the FDA array factor AF(θ, R) can be written by
where γ 0 = 2π/c. Herein, we assume that, f 0 f and
The difference in the transmitted beampatterns of the conventional PAR and FDA radar is shown in Fig. 2 , where 10 element uniform linear FDA with inter-element spacing denoted d = λ/2, the carrier frequency f 0 = 1 GHz. f = 0 and 350 Hz. Herein, we give a summary of the FDA characteristics:
1. If the frequency offset ( f ) is fixed, the beam direction will vary as a function of the range R as can be seen in Fig. 2b . Thus, it is a range-dependent beampattern. 2. If the range R is fixed, the beam direction will vary as a function of the frequency increment ( f ) . This indicates that the FDA is also a frequency-increment dependent beampattern.
3. If the frequency increment across the array is not applied (i.e., f = 0), the corresponding FDA radar is just a conventional PAR (Fig. 2a ). 4. Frequency scanning and FDA have similarities in terms of frequency diversity; however, frequency scanned arrays use the frequency increment as a function of time for all elements, while frequency diverse arrays use the frequency increment at the discrete points of the aperture [21] .
It can be clearly seen that from the aforementioned considerations, the transmitted beampattern of the traditional PAR is angle-dependent while that of the FDA radar is range-angle-dependent, and hence, the FDA provides better control over modulation and beam synthesis when compared to the conventional phased array. More precisely, PAR beam is fixed at one angle for all the ranges, and hence, there is no range information, whereas it is unfixed and changeable in FDA ranges.
Based on the aforementioned concepts, this flexible beam scan option can be quite helpful for multiple target detection and tracking with advanced signal processing techniques due to local maxima at different ranges. Furthermore, the FDA might be a perfect way for protecting the radar from the deception jamming, since different frequencies are employed in the transmitted signal, which are not accessible for conventional PAR. Thus, the DRFM repeated jammer work will sufferer remarkably in order to regenerate precisely the replica of these multiple frequencies.
Although, the FDA radar gives more degrees of freedom and capabilities in range and angle to design and control the antenna beampattern and also enhances the overall performance and efficiency that might afford many novel potential applications. Nevertheless, such enhancements do not come for free. A major difficulty is the system and computational complexity. In addition to that, the range ambiguities still remain a great challenge and also the range and angle of the true target cannot be exclusively estimated from the FDA radar beamforming output peak due to the range-angle coupling response.
Several researches have been carried on FDA radar to alleviate its difficulties. The time and angle periodicity of FDA beampattern was analyzed in [27] . A linear FDA was proposed in [28] for forward-looking radar ground moving target indication. The multipath characteristics of FDA radar over a ground plane were investigated and compared with phased array in [29] . The impacts of frequency increment errors in the FDA beam pattern have been addressed in [30] .
Moreover, in [31] the nonuniform FDA acts as a transmitter and the uniform phased array as the receiver to achieve range-angle imaging of targets was proposed. A symmetrical FDA beampattern synthesis method using multi-carrier frequency increments and convex optimization in which dot-shaped transmit beampatterns will be achieved for decoupling the range-angle response was investigated in [32] .
Although recently the FDA has drawn great interest in antenna and radar areas, and many works in the area of FDA have been presented and assessed, but little work about the ECCM in FDA radars can be found. Thus, further research work should be carried out, especially in the ECCM area, because radars without ECCM are regarded as worthless and powerless of deploying in the hazard zones.
It is worth noting that, subarray-based FDA was originally used for localizing the target in the range-angle domain by exploiting the transmit-receive beamforming output peak. Accordingly, this paper moves a further step towards the subarray FDA configuration for deception jamming suppression.
3 Subarray-based FDA radar signal model for interference and false targets suppression
Originally, subarrays were utilized in order to reduce the computational burden, as the number of arrays might decrease considerably, especially for an antenna which contains huge number of elements. Generally speaking, the arrays can be divided into multiple subarrays, which can be disjoint or overlapped. The subarray division is a system design problem; the optimized result has to take into account a variety of aspects because the selection of subarray design has a strong impact on the performance. However, different capabilities may be mutually contradictory as it is hard to determine how many subarrays are required and what shape they must have. As a result, the design of subarray partitioning is a complex dilemma both in theory and practice.
For FDA radar, the subarray partitioning is developed to decouple the range and angle response in the transmit beampattern towards better localization performance. Optimal design of FDA subarrays via Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) minimization [20, 33] confirmed that two subarrays are the optimum choice in selecting the number of subarrays. Furthermore, the frequency offset f should be dissimilar and with opposite signs; that is, one is positive and the other is negative for each subarray to get lower angle CRLB . Nevertheless, for higher resolution f needs to be a higher value.
Subarray-based FDA signal model
Accordingly, the elements in Fig. 1 can be divided into two disjoint subarrays, each subarray has L elements. The first subarray employs the frequency increment f 1 , whereas the second subarray employs the frequency increment f 2 .
Then the frequency increments can be represented by
Therefore, the transmit steering vector, by taking the first element as the reference for the array, can then be represented by
. . .
where
if we denote S(t) to be the baseband waveform transmitted by each element, which consists of two different subarrays. Then, the baseband equivalent model, in a complex-valued form, of the transmitted signals from the 2L transmit elements can be expressed as
where (.) * denotes the conjugate and a(θ 0 , R 0 ) denotes the 2L × 1 transmit steering vector including complex-valued elements with unit amplitude and phase determined by the look angle θ 0 and range R 0 . The signal observed at a specific location with angle (θ 0 and range R 0 ) in the far-field is a superposition of the delayed and attenuated description of the transmitted signals [34] and can be written as
where τ is the signal propagation time delay, and β i is a constant for the target. The first a(θ i , R i ) on the left side is a propagation vector due to the propagation effects, which gets the same form as the steering vector. Thus, the signal at the look angle θ 0 and range R 0 is given by
where there is a directional gain of N = 2L (the size of the total transmit aperture) at the observed direction. This is a well-known property of PAR. In the case that the deception jamming has not been applied, there is a target located at angle θ 0 and range R 0 . The baseband corresponding to the signals at the receive array can be illustrated as below
where α 0 is the complex amplitude of the source, the first a(θ, R) is the propagation vector due to the propagation delay from a source to the receive elements, and n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise vector. Consequently, after matched filtering, the baseband equivalent of the complex-valued signals at the receive array can be expressed as
where T p is the coherent processing interval (CPI). CPI is a statistical measure of the time duration over which the received signal pulse responses are essentially invariant [10] . β 0 is a constant for a given target, and v is a complex Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance σ 2 n .
The target parameters can be estimated by the following optimization equation:
where (·) H is the conjugate transpose, and w(θ, R) can be chosen as the non-windowed weight vector described as
Principle of interference and deceptive jamming suppression
Radar signal processing seeks for an optimum processing method in order to acquire target information. In the instance that there is no jammer or multiple interference source that tries to mislead the radar, the true targets can be well detected. On the contrary, when the radar system is jammed, target signals are often superimposed with jamming signals making it difficult to distinguish true and false targets, and thus, erroneous information can occur.
For that reason, in order to accurately detect the desired target signals, jamming signals must be separated from target signals.
In this subsection, we discuss the characteristic of the interference and jammings. In the sequel, we propose a subarray FDA approach to detect the true target in interference and deceptive ECM scenarios.
Assuming that a target is located at (θ 0 , R 0 ) and multiple interference sources are at (θ i , R i ). Besides, a repeated jammer generates many false targets to deceive the radar system, and the baseband equivalent of the signals at the receive array can be expressed as Eq. (21) in [35] by (25) where α i and α k denote, respectively, the complex amplitudes of the ith interference source and the kth false target, (θ k , R k ) are the range and angle parameters of the kth false target, and t k and τ k are due to the observing time and the time delay of the jammer, respectively. Note that the correlated clutter can be consider as the interferences. By matched-filtering the received signal to the transmitted signal S(t) , we can get (26) where the interference virtual steering vector
the deceptive jamming virtual steering vector can be written as
where the (θ k , R k − R) are due to frequency offset. Therefore, the received signals consist of the target, multiple interference , deception jamming, and noise as below
Herein, we can express the covariance matrix as
H } and C n = E{x n (t)x n (t) H } are the target covariance matrix, interference covariance matrix, deceptive jamming covariance matrix, and noise covariance matrix, respectively.
Note that C n = σ n 2 I. Herein, the E{·} denotes the expectation operator and I is an identify matrix. The interference covariance matrix can be represented by
The deceptive jamming covariance matrix can be denoted by
Using Eqs. (14) and (26), we can estimate the true target ranges and angles by optimally designing the transmit beamspace matrix a(θ 0 , R 0 ). Several signal-processing-based techniques for rejection of unwanted signals have been proposed in [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . In addition, the beamspace design for PAR is examined in [41] . In this paper, we make use of the transmit beamspace of FDA radar design that was investigated in [35] . Since the amplitude and spatial distribution of the FDA rangeangle beampattern can be controlled by the frequency increments and number of the elements in the array, the transmitted energy in a desired range-angle region can carefully focus by designing the beamspace matrix and thus the two-dimensional positions can be unambiguously estimated. Therefore, the steps of designing the transmit beamspace matrix included [35] : (1) formulating the transmit beamspace design as an optimization problem, (2) designing the quiescent response vector, and (3) solving the second-order cone (SOC) program to get the optimized transmit beamspace.
Therefore, the following aspects are taken into consideration:
• Compensating the frequency increments allows us to process the received signals at subarray level perfectly since it allows the time associated with the observed point range gate for the true target to be identical for all elements.
• The range-angle-dependent beam provides a potential to suppress range-dependent interferences and noise. Since basic FDA radar can suppress range-dependent interferences, the subarray-based FDA radar has better robustness against interference.
• In spite of the fact that the repeated jammer can proficiently regenerate the false targets with different carrier frequencies. However, it will also experience some confusion due to the multiple frequencies encountered.
• All the false targets are produced by the similar deception signals, and as a result of which, their appearing time sequence, the intervals, and the amplitude fluctuation are all the same in every element, since they share the same transmit and receive spatial frequencies.
• Moreover, contrary to the false targets, the true targets have their own velocity, and therefore, by combining the information from all the elements at subarray level, the targets appear as identical replica at subarray outputs.
• On the other hand, all the false targets generated by the repeated jammer will not share the same frequency offsets ( f ) and hence will not be probably identical, especially in combining the subarry outputs.
After the transmit beamspace design procedure, we can then construct MUSIC based for estimating the range and angle of the target. Consequently, the eigendecomposition of array covariance matrix in Eq. (30) can then be rewritten as
where the diagonal matrix tar contains the largest eigenvalue and the columns of tar are the corresponding eigenvectors, whereas the diagonal matrix int , dec , and n contain the remaining unwanted eigenvalues and the columns of E int , E dec , and E n are the corresponding eigenvectors.
The transmit beamspace-based MUSIC cost function is [42] .
The range and angle estimates are given by the magnitude peaks of Eq. (36) using the weight vector w described in Eq. (24) and hence can be written as
The conventional nonadaptive beamforming is used here in the sense that it provides the highest possible output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the signal-to-interferenceplus-jamming-plus-noise ratio (SIJNR) in the subarraybased FDA. Consequently, we use the conventional non adaptive beamforming at both the transmitted and received arrays of the FDA radar system and output SIJNR performance. The output SIJNR of the FDA radar can be evaluated by
where σ 2 tar is the variance of the desired target signal. Substituting C int , C dec , and C n to Eq. (37) yields It is noticed that like PAR, the subarray-based FDA radar has coherent transmit processing gain; but, the FDA directional gain depends on both the range and angle parameters, while PAR directional gain depends just on the angle parameter. This feature coupled with frequency offset compensation for subarray output yields achievable prospective for suppression of the interference , false targets and noise. Thus, the parameter vector estimated by applying the weight vector to the matched filtering the received signal in all subarrays, and hence, the true target location can be discriminated from other unwanted signals in the peak of the beamforming output.
The FDA radar signal detection problem can be modeled as Neyman-Pearson detection, by utilizing the binary hypothesis test that was investigated in [43] .
Simulation results and discussion
In this Section, simulations are conducted to assess the false target suppression performance of the proposed method. In the simulation scenario, we suppose a ULA FDA radar with carrier frequency f 0 = 10 GHz and frequency increments f 1 = 30 kHz and f 2 = 10 kHz. In addition, 20 elements are utilized for transmitting and 20 elements are exploited for receiving. The distance between adjacent elements is λ 0 /2 (λ is wavelength) to avoid the aliasing. In this scenario, one target with power fixed to 10 dB reflects a plane-wave that impinges on the all arrays from the direction angle θ 0 = 0°and range R 0
= 20 km. A repeated jammer re-reflects this target signal to all arrays, and therefore creates false targets (two false targets with power 20 dB are assumed) in direction angles θ 1 = 20°and θ 2 = 40°, with mimicked ranges R 1 = 50 km and R 2 = 30 km, respectively. Further suppose there are one interference located at the direction angle θ i = 10°and range R i = 10 km. The interference power is fixed to 15 dB. Firstly, the SIJNR versus SNR is addressed in order to evaluate the subarray-based FDA radar performance. Also, we will compare subarray-based FDA radar to the FDA and PAR with the same array parameters. Figure 3 compares the SIJNR vs SNR.
As per the simulation results in Fig. 3a , the conventional PAR performed slightly less than FDA and subarray-based FDA radar when there was no effect of the ECM signals. Besides, the FDA has similar behavior as compared to the subarray-based FDA in the absence of ECM scenario. However, in the presence of the deceptive jamming and interference as shown in Fig. 3b , the PAR performance degraded dramatically. Also, subarray-based FDA outperformed the FDA radar. As a result, in the occurrence of the unwanted interference and deceptive jamming, the subarray-based FDA can discriminate the true target from the false ones at the output of the processor. Therefore, the proposed method can handle the deceptive jamming successfully.
Secondly, Fig. 4 assesses the detection and performance of the proposed method. Figure 4 shows the comparative detection probability (P d ) performance as a function of the SNR. The detection probability is defined as the probability of declaring a target to be present. Therefore, the detection probabilities of the PAR, FDA, and subarraybased FDA radar are plotted, in view of the scenarios with and without ECM. In Fig. 4 , we have the same system parameters as in Fig. 3 , but the false alarm probability P fa is set to 10 −6 . It can be noticed that all the comparative radars give a satisfactory estimation performance without deception jamming targets as shown in Fig. 4a . From a quantitative point of view in Fig. 4b , the detection probability of the PAR degrades considerably in scenarios with ECM. Moreover, FDA has a moderate P d as compared to subarray-based FDA radar.
The numerical results reported in Fig. 4 are in agreement with the considerations above. It is seen that the best performance is still attained by the subarray-based FDA radar.
Moreover, it is worth pointing out that all of the aforementioned simulations are carried out by resorting to standard Monte Carlo counting techniques.
Finally, Fig. 5 highlights the beam pattern obtained by subarray-based FDA radar after compensating the frequency increments and combining the subarrays signals. The beam pattern in both angle and Doppler (space-time) domains is depicted. It is obviously seen that the target is well maintained and the jamming signals and the interference are effectively rejected.
Conclusions
The conflict between ECM and ECCM is a permanent combat. There is no jamming that cannot be suppressed, and no radar that cannot be jammed. In this paper, it has been shown that subarray-based FDA radar provides an alternative and flexible way for ECCM methods. Since it is difficult for basic FDA radar to directly estimate both the range and angle of a target from the beamformer output, thus we divided the FDA array into two subarrays, which occupy two different frequency increments. In doing so, the desired target is distinguished at subarray level in joint range-angle-Doppler domains, according to the fact that the jammer generated false targets with the same ranges at each subarray without reparations. The performance analysis showed that the proposed solutions are powerful in presence of ECM systems. Furthermore, the output SIJNR is remarkably enhanced.
It is needed to note that nonadaptive beamforming on the receiver is used in this paper. It can be expected that if adaptive beamformer is utilized on the receiver the jamming suppression performance might be further improved.
Finally, it is worth remarking that the FDA has attracted much attention in recent years; however, its application in electronic warfare has not been investigated and thus, further studies need to be carried out.
